US Auctions Off Gulf of Mexico Oil and Gas Drilling Leases after Climate Talks
by Oilver Milman
Nov. 17, 2021 (abridged) – Just 4 days after landmark climate talks in Scotland, in which Joe Biden vowed the US will “lead by example” in tackling dangerous global heating, the President’s own administration is providing a jarring contradiction – the largest ever sale of oil and gas drilling leases in the Gulf of Mexico.
On Wednesday, it is launching an auction of more than 80 million acres in the Gulf for fossil fuel extraction.  The record sell-off will lock in years, and potentially decades, of planet-heating emissions.
The lease sale’s area – twice as large as Florida – is a blunt repudiation of Biden’s previous promise to shut down new drilling on public lands and waters.  It has stunned environmentalists....  Raul Grijalva, chair of the House natural resources committee, said “[The] lease sale is a step in the wrong direction, and the administration needs to do better.”
There is no guarantee that all the leases will be taken up by oil and gas companies.  But the Department of the Interior, which oversees public lands and waters, has estimated there is as much as 1.12 billion barrels of oil and 4.2 trillion cubic feet of gas available for extraction....
Combined, these leases would result in nearly 600 million tons of planet-heating gases if fully developed over the next 4 decades.....  The 599 million metric tons is somewhat less than annual emissions from Germany or Mexico, but more than those from the UK, Pakistan, Italy, France or Egypt....
Once in office, Biden quickly moved to realize at least part of this no-more-drilling vision.  He called a temporary halt to issuing oil and gas drilling permits across America’s vast publicly owned lands and ocean territory, pending a review into how they are conducted....
However, the oil and gas industries immediately objected to Biden’s move.  They claimed it imperiled jobs and risked pushing up energy prices.  Then a dozen states sued to lift the moratorium.  In June, a federal judge in Louisiana agreed with the states.  He found that the government hadn’t taken the required steps to pause new leases.
This courtroom setback has forced the Gulf of Mexico sale, according to the Biden administration.  A spokeswoman for the Department of the Interior said it is “complying” with the court ruling, while also appealing it and devising a better system to measure the emissions impact of oil and gas lease sales.
Jen Pskai, Biden’s press secretary, said on Monday: “It’s a legal case and legal process, but it’s important for advocates and other people out there who are following this to understand that it’s not aligned with our view, the President’s policies, or the executive order that he signed.”
But legal experts say the court decision doesn’t, in itself, prevent the administration from stopping or delaying a scheduled lease sale, or from scaling it back.  “The Louisiana opinion doesn’t force the administration to move forward with any particular lease sale; the Department of Interior still has discretion over that,” said Max Sarinsky, a senior attorney at the New York University School of Law.  “If they were to postpone, I’m almost certain they would be sued by oil and gas interests, but that’s another matter.”
To many living on the Gulf’s coast, the huge expansion in oil drilling, reaching down through up to 2 miles of ocean into the seabed, raises concerns over a repeat of the numerous oil spills that have caused varying° of devastation to coastal communities and wildlife....
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